Zori represents Enwork's latest approach to a complete tables collection. Inspired by today's latest trends in architecture and design, as well as learning and working styles, Zori represents the future of Enwork. Innovations in technology, design, and culture have inspired new forms of working and learning. Zori allows spaces to flip within minutes, enabling group-work and lectures at any point throughout the day.
ZORI ® MOBILE ACCESSORIES

Product Details

• 2-Sided Monitor Stand with tackable fabric, glass whiteboard, or porcelain whiteboard back
  2-Sided Whiteboard with Cabinet in glass or porcelain
  2-Sided Whiteboard in glass or porcelain
  * Glass whiteboards are not magnetic

• Monitor stands fit up to a 32”, 49”, or 65” monitor and include one Ellora power/data unit and one HDMI corded coupler
  Other power/data units available upon special request

• Caster options include black or white with grey trim and optional polished aluminum foot trim

• Cabinets are 22”D, non-locking, and available in 15 standard laminates with sleek pulls

Specifications subject to change without prior notice.
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Sleek pull

Caster options include black or white with grey trim.

Monitor Stand
36", 48”, 60”W
72”H

Whiteboard w/ Cabinet
36", 48”, 60”W
72”H

Whiteboard
36", 48”W
72”H

Black
Arctic White
Silver
Storm
Medium Tone
Chicago
Era
Lucia
Manhattan

Additional colorways available at camrafabrics.com
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